Index

absolute mass concentration, 193
absorption, 238
acoustic energy density, 263
acoustic energy loss, 267
acoustic frequency, 119
acoustic natural, 297
acoustic oscillations, 117, 255
acoustic quality factor, 297
acoustic speed, 118
acoustic vibration density, 262
acoustic vibration rate, 262
acoustic wave, 261
activation energy, 193, 287
active control, 297
activity coefficient, 124
actuators, 297
aerodynamic force, 35
aircraft, 1
alcohol, 132
algebraic stress model, 204
ambient gas, 139
the amplification factor, 280
the amplitude of sound pressure, 262
angular, 240
angular frequency, 262
anisotropic, 167
anti-resonant methods, 297
atmospheric environment, 42
atmospheric pressure, 97
atomization, 9, 26, 283
atomization modeling, 59
attenuation, 14
autocatalytic process, 283
baffles, 295
bag breakup, 46
baseline, 159
Bernoulli equation, 61
binary system, 117
blackbody, 239
blackness, 242
bluff body jet flames, 214
boiling point, 135
boundary condition, 104
boundary layer, 74
boundary-layer structure, 259
box filtering function, 215
breakup morphology, 77
breakup position, 91
breakup time, 77
catastrophe breakup, 48
centrifugal injector, 60
chamber, 2
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characteristic, 1  
characteristic diameter, 53  
the characteristic time, 272  
chemical kinetics, 285  
chemical process, 192  
chemical reaction, 283  
the chemical reaction process, 269  
chemical reaction source term, 194  
Clausius–Clapeyron equation, 142  
coaxial shear injector, 70  
collision frequency, 193  
combustion chamber pressure oscillations, 273  
combustion characteristic time, 206  
combustion efficiency, 26  
combustion instability, 71, 255  
combustion preparation process, 68  
combustion processes, 255  
combustion stability, 26  
combustion state, 289  
combustion time delay, 258  
compatibility, 13  
complete combustion, 105  
complex amplitude of sound pressure, 262  
component conservation, 104  
component diffusivity, 137  
component distribution, 124  
composition domain, 222  
compressible, 152  
conductivity, 237  
configuration parameter, 63  
considering, 165  
constantly, 244  
consumption term, 217  
continuous function, 135  
continuous stirred tank reactor, 287  
continuous thermodynamics theory, 136  
convection, 228  
convective environment, 108  
convergence, 9  
co-saturation coefficients, 292  
coupled level set and VOF method, 86  
critical pressure, 109  
cryogenic, 234  
curvature, 231  
cylindroid cigar shape, 45  

damping of nozzle, 268  
damping process, 255  
decomformation, 79  
delta function, 222  
density-weighted average, 212  
the deterministic model, 211  
deterministic trajectory model, 81  
developed, 159  
differential, 166  
difficult to control, 260  
diffusion coefficient, 195  
diffusion flamelet model, 205  
dilatation, 162  
dimensionless, 12  
dimensionless area, 131  
dimensionless diameter, 119  
dioxide, 245  
direct numerical simulation (DNS), 164  
discrete multicomponent model, 135  
displacement sensitivity index, 277  
dissipation rate, 207  
distortion, 79  
distribution function, 51  
disturbance value, 270  
divergent, 9  
droplet combustion model, 117  
droplet damping, 268  
droplet drag, 282  
droplet evaporation, 97  
the droplet evaporation rate, 273  
droplet group combustion model, 146  
droplet group evaporation, 145  
droplet vapor, 99  
eddy, 153  
eddy diffusion tensor, 211  
the eddy scale, 225  
eddy viscosity, 220  
effect, 157  
efficiency, 154  
electromagnetic, 238  
emission, 232  
empirical, 158, 233  
energy conservation, 101  
energy diffusion, 129  
energy loss, 261  
ensemble average, 209  
equilibrium evaporation model, 130  
equilibrium thermodynamics, 285  
evaporation, 229  
evaporation constant, 101  
evaporation entropy, 142  
the evaporation process, 269  
evaporation rate, 273
evaporation time, 101
exothermic reactions, 255
extinguishing state, 289
fast chemistry reaction model, 194
favre average, 197
favre filtering, 214
Fick’s diffusion law, 294
field oscillator model, 285
the filtered flame front curvature, 221
filtered mass density function, 222
filtering characteristic length, 222
filtering function, 214
finite-amplitude oscillations, 287
finite difference, 87
finite diffusion rate, 129
first-order radial vibration mode, 258
fixed grid, 89
flame curvature, 221
flame front, 105
flamelet model, 194
flamelet stretch rate, 221
flamelet wrinkling, 221
flame propagation speed, 257
flame stability characteristics, 257
the flame thickness, 206
flow characteristic time, 206
flow coefficient, 61
flow instability, 221
flow oscillation, 271
flow-rate, 8
flow rate oscillation, 270
the fluctuating pressure field, 283
fluctuation, 165
fluctuation of heat release rate, 261
fluid inertia, 258
fluid property, 34
forward reaction rate constant, 193
framework, 163
free flow, 128
free flow border, 108
freezing evaporation model, 129
frequency of mixing, 222
gas density, 133
gas dissolution, 124
gasification process, 273
gas–liquid coaxial swirl nozzle, 298
gas–liquid mass ratio, 74
Gaussian distribution, 200
generalization, 170
generation term, 217
generator, 2
Gibbs energy, 116
gradient transport model, 211
half-cone angle, 63
half oscillation cycle, 280
harmonic number, 262
harmonic wave, 262
heat conduction coefficient, 108
heat equilibrium, 104
high-frequency instability, 258
high-frequency oscillations, 255
high-frequency pressure oscillations, 287
high frequency pressure wave, 118
high-speed photography, 26
hybrid algorithm, 213
hydraulic jump, 271
hydrocarbon/oxygen flame, 285
hysteretic/viscous losses, 267
ignition area, 133
ignition delay time, 257
ignition quality, 257
impinging-stream Injector, 64
inertial force, 84
infinitesimal, 240
infrared, 243
initial phase angle, 262
injection speed, 257
injector, 26
the injector pressure drop, 258
injector vibrations, 271
integral length scale, 207
intensity, 254
interface equilibrium, 120
interface reconstruction, 86
interface shrinkage, 110
interface tracking method, 85
intermediate-frequency instability, 259
internal loss, 267
internal temperature, 120
irregular shape, 45
isobaric specific heat capacity, 215
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, 36
kinetic energy, 48
Kolmogorov eddy, 204
surface tension, 26
turbulent flame propagation velocity, 221
swirler, 7
turbulent flame speed, 207
swirling chamber, 63
turbulent flame thickness, 221
symmetric process, 124
turbulent flame zone, 149
system fluid-dynamic processes, 255
turbulent fluctuations, 197
tangential vibration mode, 267
turbulent kinetic energy, 207
tank, 2
turbulent Prandtl number, 217
temperature field, 283
turbulent Schmidt number, 217
temperature sensitive process, 283
turbulent spray combustion, 285
temperature-sensitivity, 290
2D axisymmetric process, 107
tensor, 167
two-fluid model, 81
thereafter redistricting process, 226
typical homogeneous reactor systems, 290
thermal diffusion coefficient, 102
uniform reactor model, 285
thermal property, 135
universal gas constant, 215, 287
thermoacoustic oscillations, 261
unsolvable-scale fluctuations, 214
thermodynamic equilibrium, 113
unsolvable sub-grid fluctuations, 223
the volume of the combustion chamber, 258
upper-limit, 53
third-order tangential vibration mode, 258
valve, 4
thrust, 2
vapor, 16, 365
vapor component, 105
vaporization, 283
vapor concentration, 100
velocity field, 283
velocity fluctuation, 26
viscosity, 40, 153, 308
vibration mode, 297
viscous drag, 78
vicinity, 346
volume of fluid (VOF), 89
wake combustion, 109
viscous drag, 78
wall losses, 268
weak coupling case, 293
wave-energy feedback, 117
WENO, 88
wavelength, 38, 238
Zeldovich conversion, 195
weak coupling case, 293
ZKS theory, 110